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The Diamond Sutra

 I think I remember that the last time I gave teisho on the Diamond Sutra I finished about
half of explaining the word “diamond” in the title of the Diamond Sutra.    It’s said that there are
five major translations of this Vajradicca Prajna Paramita Sutra which are used, and although I
know that I’m returning back to talking about the introduction to the sutra, we need to talk about
it.    And the version of the Prajna Paramita Diamond Sutra that we have first came from the fa-
mous translator Raju (Kumarajiva) in Japanese.    And there have been many and various other
translations since Raju’s translation or many famous and honorable translators including , and
many others. (Gijo, Kitsujo, Rususanjo) And when Genjo the translator translated his version of
the Diamond Sutra he commented that the original translation by Raju was incomplete in some
aspects.      But if you compare the two translations the basic meaning of what prajna really is,
there isn’t any difference in this between the two translations.    

Among the scholars of the Diamond Sutra nowadays people say that the differences be-
tween the different translations of the Diamond Sutra probably arose because the actual Sanskrit
was different, that different translators had different versions of the original text itself.    And I
think that this is absolutely true.    There must have been different versions in the original San-
skrit version of the Diamond Sutra, which gave rise to the different versions in the translations
that we have now.    Because it’s such an old text.    And it’s a great thing that these scholars have
discovered this thing in their research.    

But the version we are using now is this version that was translated by Raju, and so we’ll
take this version and do our investigation and our study using this version.    Almost everywhere
and especially in Japan when people give lectures or teisho on the Diamond Sutra almost every-
one uses this version from Raju.    Even concerning this word “Diamond” in the title of the Dia-
mond Sutra there seems to be a difference of opinion between the translator Genjo and the trans-
lator Raju, but we are going to use the interpretation by Raju.    You have to be careful when
you’re reading the Diamond Sutra, and know which version you’re reading, and know that the
interpretations by these two famous translators Raju and Genjo are different.    Whatever sutra
you might be studying from the prajna literature, and this Prajna Paramita Diamond Sutra is just
one of all of the many sutras in the prajna literature, whatever sutra you happening to be study-
ing, if you are a student Nyorai Zen of course you will grasp it through the understanding of Ny-
orai Zen, there’s no need to get bound up by the sutra itself.

According to Tathagata Zen the word Diamond, this diamond stone which comes up in
the title of the Diamond Sutra is really expressing the great vehicle, the Mahayana vehicle, that is
what it means.    The vehicle, we can even say the car, which is this great vehicle, this Mahayana
vehicle, is the vehicle which gives a ride to both the activity of holiness and    the activity of sec-
ularness, both of these activities at the same time.    For all of you who have been listening to the
teishos on the Rinzai Roku it should be easy for you to understand that this Diamond in the title
of the Diamond Sutra means the activity of Diamond.    We should grasp the word “Diamond” to
mean the activity of diamond which also means the power of diamond.    Also we sometimes see
in the sutras the “world of diamond.”    The diamond power is what forms the diamond world.    

The activity, the power, of this diamond of course if you analyze it in terms of Nyorai
Zen you can see that the diamond power is made up of two activities, tatha-gata and tatha-agata.
Just in the same way as you have been studying up until now you have to grasp this activity of
the diamond power in the same way as being formulated by plus and minus.    But when you look
at the interpretation of Genjo it’s slightly different than this.    It seems that Genjo interprets the
activity of diamond as the activity of the passions, or the worldly passions, or the kleshas.    Al-
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though the starting off point of this kind of interpretation may seem different I think that the re-
sult, the final result is the same.    It’s a really difficult interpretation if you get tangled up in it.

Leaving aside Genjo’s interpretation for the moment, the interpretation of Raju is that the
activity of diamond is the most supreme, the greatest activity, the activity that is the absolute ac-
tivity.    Outside of this activity there is no other kind of activity.    This activity of diamond mani-
fests the body of diamond.    Also we can say that it manifests the world of diamond.    What is
this word “Diamond” really pointing at?    I think that everybody has got by now.    

We can call this world of the diamond which is manifest through the activity of the dia-
mond the dharmadhatu, or the dharma body.    A problem that we have to face is that when we
look at this activity of the diamond we have to realize that it never stops, it never tarries, it’s al-
ways acting.    What we have to do then is to investigate in detail the activity of these two mutual
opposing activities of plus and minus.    These two mutually opposing activities are always acting
within one single, one and only world.    And this investigation is also the investigation into pra-
jna.    This activity of prajna is defined by Buddhism, by Nyorai Zen, to be an activity which can
never be escaped from.    And the activity of prajna is the activity of complete, perfect wisdom,
but it is not an activity which ever stops.    It is a moving, acting, thing.    

When these activities of plus and minus do the complete, perfect activity what kind of ac-
tivity is that?    The perspective of Tathagata Zen is that the conclusion we must reach is, since
prajna is the perfect, complete wisdom, it is the wisdom which does not need to think.    It is be-
yond any thinking or any doubting.    

This explanation of how plus and minus are working without any will, and without any
thought, within this one world, within this one room is something which I’ve given many times
when I’ve given teisho on the Rinzai Roku.    Because all of you have listened countless times to
teishos on the Rinzai Roku it shouldn’t be necessary to hear again this explanation of prajna.
But for people who are listening to these teishos on the diamond sutra who haven’t been partici-
pating in the teishos on the Rinzai Roku, it is necessary to explain what it means to have an ac-
tivity of wisdom, an activity of prajna which is always acting, and always acting without will.
But, it actually seems that today there aren’t any people who are listening to teisho for the first
time, so it shouldn’t be necessary to get into it again.

And as I always say this two mutually opposing activities because they are acting within
one room inevitably they will meet one another.    And over and over again I tell that when this
point of meeting is manifest then this point of meeting is broken through and plus experiences
the world of minus, and minus experiences the world of plus.    And as I always say, plus without
fail will arrive at the source of minus, and minus as well will arrive at the source of plus, and
when this mutual arrival occurs plus and minus again are facing one another, contrasting to one
another.    Plus is standing up at the source of minus, and minus is standing up at the source of
plus.    After this happens plus and minus both must return home to their own place of origin,
their own home town.    Then they start moving again, and after this motion occurs, another time
they will encounter one another.    And this second place of meeting is again broken through and
both activities arrive at their place of origin, their source, and having arrived their they experi-
ence peace and tranquility.    But of course they won’t stop in this condition of contrast or facing
either, again they will act and through this action they will meet one another.

The condition of residing, the condition of making a home, the condition of living of
these two activities of plus and minus is one in which they never rest.    They are always repeat-
ing these activities of once facing each other and then becoming one over and over again.    What
we call the great universe, what we call the great cosmos, whether it is in its form of origin, or
whether it’s in its form of result, is doing the same activity of facing and unifying over and over
again.    It’s Buddhism that absolutely will not permit you to unquestioningly, unconditionally
just accept the existence of this world, or this existence of saintly people, or worldly people. 

Then we have to ask ourselves,    “Who is it that discovered this repetitive activity of fac-
ing, contrasting, and then becoming one, unifying, over and over again?”    People who are en-
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lightened first experienced this activity for themselves, and then were able to speak about it.
What we call enlightened people are those people who are able to manifest the wisdom which
clearly can grasp this activity of the repetition of facing and unification.    And all of you as well,
if you get enlightened too, you can speak in the same way as enlightened people about this con-
dition of the universe, this way of being, nature, of this world.

We have to face this problem now, how is it that from this activity which has absolutely
no will, how is it that from that kind of activity these things we call enlightened people appear, or
are born.    And as I’ve always said before, as I always repeat, within the repetition of this activity
of oneness and contrasting, as it repeats over and over again, within this unique one and only
world of prajna appears the activity of jonetsu.    And as I always say this appearance of jonetsu,
the heat of feeling, happens when plus and minus actually separate which is different than just
contrasting or facing one another.    When they separate they, in a sense, wretch forward, they
push forward their power, and give rise to jonetsu.    

And as I always say when jonetsu appears between the activities of plus and minus it ap-
pears as kukan, or incomplete space.    Jonetsu has received from plus and minus, and having re-
ceived from plus and minus we can say that its very content is made up of plus and minus, and it
has as its body this incomplete space.    The way we define incomplete space is to say that kukan,
incomplete space, is the incomplete version of the great cosmos, or the incomplete version of
koku, absolute space.      

And it goes without saying that the very foundation, the very platform on which all exis-
tent beings are formed from is this incomplete space.    All of us, whether it’s a rock or a plant or
a bird or an animal, all of us have this same foundation.    The self, your self, is appearing as in-
complete space as its foundation, the same way as all existent beings have incomplete space as
their foundation.    We can call this incomplete space, kukan, we can call it rupa, shiki, or form.
It is the incomplete cosmos, the incomplete absolute space.    We are, all of us, just one limited
portion of the great cosmos.    That is what we are.    And at the times when this incomplete space
becomes complete absolute space, then that is the manifestation of the great cosmos.    Anyway,
the very beginning of existent things is this separation of plus and minus.    It’s extremely impor-
tant to contemplate, to actually see this activity.    

All existent beings who have appeared are incomplete.    And as I always talk about, as I
always say, the situation that we call “maturing” or “evolving” or “developing” is the situation
where this incomplete self which has appeared makes relationship, makes a connection between
both the plus and minus activities.    (This is the appearance of “haramitsu” in hannya haramitsu
kyo)    So this is when we first have the situation which is similar to having a boat in the middle
of a river.    Here we are in the middle of the river, and for the first time as you are riding in this
boat you can recognize both shores.    You can recognize for instance the eastern shore, and the
western shore.    Right now we just used the word river, but we can say that this prajna itself, this
wisdom itself has split itself in two, and the self therefore can recognize the outside, and the in-
side, these two shores of wisdom.    If you do zazen and really contemplate in your zazen then
you know what I’m talking about.    

The way you have to think about it is that the condition of prajna wisdom is exactly like
the condition of a sphere.    When this sphere is in the condition of separation we can recognize
that it has tatha-agata on the inside and tatha-gata on the outside.    And between tatha-gata and
tatha-agata appear all existent things, all selves.    And this self, all these selves which have ap-
peared are always looking on the inside and looking out toward the outside.    And that’s why we
always caution you never have a two dimensional, flat way of thinking when you’re doing zazen.
You have to do zazen thinking in a spherical way.    Thinking that your self and all selves are con-
stantly looking inside, and looking outside.    

And as I just explained when the boat is in the center of the river the person on the boat
can recognize both shores, which means to recognize inside and outside.    And this self which is
appearing in the center of the river inevitably will be pulled by inside and pulled by outside.
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And the reason that this appeared self is pulled by both activities is because it’s as yet very very
weak.    As I always say it has only received one ten thousandth or so of each of the opposing ac-
tivities, and because it is so weak there is no way that it can be a foe in any kind of battle with
these activities.    It cannot oppose these activities.    This boat, this self, will always manifest the
activity of being pulled from the outside by tatha-gata, and pulled from the inside by tatha-agata.

And it’s the position of Zen, it’s the position of Buddhism that as a temporary way of
teaching at least we call the tatha-gata activity the activity of living, and the tatha-agata activity
the activity of dying.    So we say that this boat is always lost and wandering on the sea of life
and death.

The activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, man and woman, life and death have different
characters but their power is exactly equal.    But it seems that alot of people have decided that
within this human world it’s the men who are strong and the women who are weaker.    I think
that the reason that people end up thinking this way is because they’re tied with thinking on
physical terms.    Men are physically stronger than woman.    But when you think about the stage,
the platform of wisdom, this wisdom, this prajna, which is the repetitive facing and unification of
the two opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, if you contemplate this activity of wis-
dom, then of course you will see clearly that tatha-gata and tatha-agata, man and woman are
equal, they are never not equal. Within the realm of knowing men and women are exactly equal.
If we talk in physical terms there is a difference, but within wisdom there’s no difference.    

Because this activity is doing the activity of equality once existent beings have been
formed, then the two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata take back that which they have given
the born self.    Because the self at this point is so weak there is no way that this self can resist the
taking back, the stealing from it by the two original activities.    Without resisting this activity,
this activity which is the activity of the dharma, which is the activity of the principle of nature it-
self, without resisting it in the least this new-born self immediately does the activity of “mu 無”
does the activity of nothingness, does the activity of no-self, splits itself in two and returns to
mother that which it has received from mother, and returns to father that which it has received
from father.    The manifestation of the path of no-self, the putting into practice of no-self is this
very dividing the self into two and dissolving the self.    

Of course this activity which I’m speaking about is an activity of knowing, it’s an activity
of wisdom, if you are at all tied up by the physical there’s no way you can do this activity.    What
I’m saying is that if you're tied up by the physical and you’re not able to do this activity of no-
self in which you give back to father and mother, then there is a stopping, a ceasing of your
process of development or growth or evolution.    

And when the self gives back to father we say that the self has arrived in father’s world.
And conversely when one gives back to mother we say that one has arrived at the world of
mother.    These two mutually opposing activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata when they take
back this existent thing which they have given birth to we can say that the existent thing has dis-
appeared.    When this existent thing has arrived simultaneously in the worlds of tatha-gata and
tatha-agata, and has disappeared what is left, therefore, is only the activities or the worlds of
tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    So this is the world where only tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting
in.    This is the newly appeared condition of the origin, or condition of the source.    And having
appeared this condition of the origin again does its original activity, or we could say the activity
of true love, this activity of facing and unifying over and over again.    

So this haramita....so, it’s not haramita as in the Heart Sutra, it’s “haramitsu” and this
haramitsu which is the pronunciation of the word in the case of the Diamond Sutra, means the
activity of prajna, the activity of wisdom.    So you should know then clearly that the Diamond of
the Diamond Sutra means the activity of wisdom.    And also you should know clearly that this
activity of wisdom is the activity of two mutually opposing activities.    And another way we can
describe these two activities are the activities of life and death, the activities of living and dying.
And it is the position of Buddhism which recognizes and acknowledges as valid these two op-
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posing activities.    The reading of the Diamond Sutra, the Hannya Harami Kyo, Kyo meaning su-
tra, is therefore done through recognizing these two opposing activities.    So we should say at
least for now that we’ve finished at least explaining the title of the Diamond Sutra.

But I should remind you that although this is how we explain it from the position
of Nyorai Zen if you read or if you come across the interpretation by Genjo then you’ll find that
his interpretation doesn’t match what I’ve just said.    When you run along the path of scholarship
then you bump into all sorts of problems.    You can say that maybe they’re worthless problems,
and not really worth getting caught up in, but you can bump into problems like, “What does the
shore mean when we’re using this metaphor of the river and the shore?” And “What does con-
sciousness really mean?”    And “What really are life and death?”    So there’s no need to abso-
lutely negate the positions of other people’s scholarship, but when I’m giving lectures on the Di-
amond Sutra I’ll be giving lectures from the position of the translator Raju.      All of you who
have become ordained and are wearing koromo it’s going to be your job, your responsibility to
teach about this prajna literature to Americans in the future, and so you’ll have to really study.
You’ll probably have to study all the different positions of scholarship to use them as reference in
order to teach well.    

You should never unquestioningly or unconditionally recognize.    You can’t unquestion-
ingly recognize woman.    What you have to clearly understand is that without man and woman
this world in which we live and all the existent beings in it would never appear.    You won’t be
able to really understand Buddhism as well if you unconditionally recognize heaven or earth.    

Another way that I teach is that tatha-gata and tatha-agata are expanding and contracting
activities.    This activity is that which has formed the entire cosmos.    When Tathagata Zen was
discovered or first born we didn’t yet have the kind of thinking that says this world is spinning to
the right or this world is spinning to the left.    We felt that it was enough just to think in terms of
expanding or contracting.    But then we did discover that in this condition that we are in (in the
“heavenly body “ the earth? the galaxy?} there is this rotation, there is this spinning, spinning to
the left or spinning to the right.    I don’t know how many thousands of years ago, four, five, six
thousand years ago, but from a long time ago there was this way of thinking which was repre-
sented by the symbol of the swastika.    
(この膨張と収縮の働きは、また一つの世界の中を形成しておる右回りの働きまた逆に
左回りの働きをしておる働きであるということをどうしても取り上げてこの仏教の立場
を如来禅の立場を説明しなければならなくなったわけである。）
And so one way or another we must be able to explain in term of Nyorai Zen, in terms of Bud -
dhism, that these two activities of expanding and contracting are also doing an activity which
sometimes is spinning to the left and sometimes is spinning to the right.    And when Buddhism
was born  without  rejecting  it  in  the  least  Buddhism inserted  (incorporated)  this  idea  of  the
swastika and included this idea of the swastika within its explanation of how the universe, how
this world is formed.    

Everyone knows that Hitler took up this symbol of the swastika, and made it his symbol,
and there’s nothing wrong with that in particular, but everybody should also know clearly that
this symbol and way of thinking of the swastika was in no way invented by Hitler.    It had ex-
isted six or seven thousand years before that, and any group of people, any nationality or ethnic
group you look at almost all of them had this symbol.    

If you only think in terms of expanding and contracting then you will be left behind in
some way.    You’ll be left behind by the world of scholarship.    （南極を根元として右回りに
回っているのが tatha-agataの働きで南極を起点として、また、左回りに回っているのが
マイナス、女の働きであるという働きを取り上げないというと、色々な天体の学問から
取り残されてしまうということになるから気を付けて勉強しなければならん）You have
to be really careful in the way you study.    You have to be able to think of it in terms of lets the
north pole and the south pole, and when the south pole is the origin the world spins to the left,
and when the north pole is the origin the world spins to the right.    If you are not able to think in
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those terms you’ll be left behind by modern (astronomical) scholarship.    But, no matter how you
think of it, sometime these two activities will encounter one another.    

You own personal practice will stop progressing if you just simply take on koans without
taking them on knowing that you must completely experience them in terms of these two oppos-
ing activities.    It just doesn’t seem like there’s enough time to study.    Especially someone like
me, I’m not very smart, and I never seem to get to the end of my studies.    I’m always thinking “I
really should study that thing, or I really should study this other thing.”    I have to always be re-
born in a new way of studying.    Anyone who’s serious about their studies will always come up
with this idea, “I need more time.”    I also have to study more, especially investigate the next
part of the Diamond Sutra (Mistake: “When I was a monk, after one had in a partial way at least,
finished one’s koan study, one studied the Diamond Sutra.”)    When I first was studying this Dia-
mond Sutra way back when, just when I started getting into studying the Diamond Sutra was
when World War Two broke out, and suddenly there was no time to study.    So I wasn’t really
able to get into it as deeply as I wanted to.    Because of the condition of the war I wasn’t able to
even go to the library.    The trains weren’t even working, and so it was just me and this one
book, and that’s all I had to go on.    And inevitably every one of you as your practice deepens
more and more you will have the strong feeling that you have to study more, that you have to be
able to explain things to people in more and various ways.

In the old days in Japan it was good, because we were in a good situation.    People really
supported the scholarship of Buddhism, and so they gave money, they made donations so that
monks could throw themselves into their study, but nowadays in Japan it’s turned into American
style it seems.    Nobody gives money to temples anymore.    So where does all the money go?    It
seems like people with money, the only thing their interested in giving money to is political
movements.    So, since they don’t give money to the monks anymore it seems like in order to
make money the  monks  are  scurrying  around doing funeral  ceremonies,  and wedding  cere-
monies, but it’s reluctantly that they do these things.    But if you just do one funeral ceremony in
a month that’s enough money to keep you going for several months after that, so it’s really some-
thing to be grateful for.    

In America there seems like there is a style of funeral ceremony where they just grind the
bones into powder, into a kind of flour (and spread it out on the sea) , and this is very inexpen-
sive way go, it doesn’t cost much money at all.    But in Japan they wouldn’t permit this kind of
ceremony.    To take your relics, your bones after you are dead and grind them up is something
that is not permitted by the Japanese government.    Nowadays in Japan as it always has been we
take the bones and wrap them in paper, and then do our ceremonies in that way (bury them: 葬
る ).    the form of the funeral ceremony is completely different than in America.    As for me
when I die I really don’t care what you do but it gives me a horrible feeling to think my bones
will somehow just get crushed up by some electric power (Roshi makes sound effects of bones
being crushed).    So, I don’t care about you, what you do, but I don’t want you to do that to me.
I’ll be dead, so, it doesn’t really matter, but the thought of it is disagreeable.

 So please continue your studies of this Diamond Sutra without forgetting that you’re
studying from the position of the basic purpose, and the basic activity of Tathagata.
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